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About This Game

Frozen Synapse is the ultimate tactical game on PC and Mac.
It brings the simultaneous turn-based strategy genre bang up-to-date and lets you give detailed, accurate orders to your squad:

classic gameplay with a modern interface.
Plan your moves, test them out, then hit the "Prime" button: both you and your enemy's turns are executed simultaneously.
Competitive-but-intuitive multiplayer and a huge single player campaign mean that Frozen Synapse will give you hours and

hours of tactical delight.

Key features:

Get a FREE full copy of the game for a friend with every purchase

5 challenging multiplayer modes, including the innovative bidding-based “Secure” and “Hostage Rescue”

55-mission single player campaign with dynamic dialogue and thrilling near-future narrative

Powerful Skirmish Generator

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube integration

15 Steam Achievements
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Integrated IRC chat as well as various community features

Random generation combined with hand-crafted content means that levels and maps are different every time

Critically-acclaimed electronica soundtrack by musician nervous_testpilot
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Title: Frozen Synapse
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Mode 7
Publisher:
Mode 7
Release Date: 26 May, 2011
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In the rugged, frontier days days of the Internet 1.0 waaaaaay back in the late 90s, one game was widely recognized in middle
school computer labs across the country: Space Penguin. It was a quaint, plucky game with the simple goal of launching a
penguin via slingshot into a black hole, assisted by planetary gravity along the way. My nostalgai had me thirst for a new Space
Penguin for the modern age, and that's when I found Luna's Wandering Stars.

While the first world, Mercury, gave me the Space Penguin slingshotting I missed, I then learned with Venus that LWS is
actually 9 games in one. Each planet (Yes, including Pluto) brings a new mechanic that manipulates you (the moon) in different
ways. From Saturn's power to shrik and grow your mass at will, or Mars letting you shoot at obsticles, players are bound to find
a favorite section of the game that will win them over. Come for the inadvertant planetary descrution, stay for the addicting
quest to collect all the golden asteroids.. I really like this thing... Its fun flying around... cool concept!. Most boring:(((. Such a
calming time passer. This game is a total waste of money, the game description states:-

"fun way to learn Basic English pronunciation and words."

I fail to see how this game will teach a child pronunciation!. This game is actually awesome, I had fun. The price is very fair.
The only issue I encountered is I got a bit dizzy when It began moving really fast ( but that's just my personal experience, I don't
experioence locomotion in the bestway. After a while I got used to it.) This game doesn't have too much too offer but what it
does it does it well. Few more graphic options and extra levels would make this game beyond awesome.
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I only brought this dlc because of the celica, as the rest of the pack doesn't interest me one bit, as we have many "serious" race
cars in the game now.

But thankfully at least kunos gave us one fun car to throw about on road tracks.
And ohh my, the celica is great fun, feels brilliant on the transfagarasan north hill climb!.

I personally wouldn't recommend this dlc just because with what I said on the first sentence. BUT as it works and looks good I
can't give a bad review :).

Please kunos give us another japanese car pack or a hot hatch car pack or etc, just something fun!. I know you dislike people's
opinions, but people will love it honestly!.. It's 2019 and I still like this game.. this pack is pretty useless! if i could refund
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i would! just get the lures out of pumpkins and the rods u already have are
guaranteed to be better than the ones in this pack. Getting this pack aint going to make it any easier to get halloween fish coz the
rates are garbage! just more ways for them to make money! FIX YOUR GAME!. the game title says it all.... Very fun shooter, I
had a lot of fun with this one.. think company of heroes... but without unlimited ammo and fuel.
steal uniform parts, guns, gear and vehicles from enemies... then use them
nothing more satisfying than stealing a flak cannon and using it on a good wave of troops.... pop!
you can manually target with any gun... a lovely stolen Tiger's main gun is a beautiful thing to boom across a map
fan of the series!
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